STERAMIST® DISINFECTION & DECONTAMINATION

HOSPITAL-HEALTHCARE DIVISION

PROTECT PATIENTS, PERSONNEL, & ENVIRONMENTS WITH POWERFUL STERAMIST® TECHNOLOGY.

TOMIMIST.COM | 800.525.1698
Steramist is the first EPA-registered disinfection solution and equipment combination that replaces current cleaning methods, upgrade protocols, and limit liability in facilities when it comes to infectious pathogens. Steramist provides results and peace of mind to create a cleaner environment for patients, staff, and visitors by reducing the most common microorganisms in facilities.

**STERAMIST® IS THE PERFECT WAY TO:**

- **REDUCE FACILITY CLEANER USAGE**
- **REDUCE VIRAL & BACTERIAL SPORES**
- **REDUCE COSTLY OVERHEAD**
- **INCREASE OVERALL HOSPITAL RATINGS**

**INNOVATING FOR A SAFER WORLD®:**

Steramist® technology is registered and patented around the globe, bringing better outcomes worldwide.
The Science Behind Binary Ionization Technology®
Understanding the Power behind SteraMist® Disinfection

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF iONIZED HYDROGEN PEROXIDE (iHP™)

The atmospheric cold plasma arc converts the $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ molecules into iHP. As one of the most powerful oxidizing agents in nature, iHP kills pathogens achieving high efficacy, leaving behind only oxygen and humidity in treated spaces.

The ionized Hydrogen Peroxide (iHP™) Process

1. COLD PLASMA
2. DISPERSION
3. CONTACT
4. DISRUPTION

7.8% hydrogen peroxide BIT Solution converts to iHP after passing through a cold plasma arc.

iHP is carried throughout the mist, moving like a gas throughout the treated area.

iHP kills microbial organisms on contact through oxidation of proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids.

Cellular disruptions and/or dysfunctions occur and allows for disinfection & decontamination in the targeted area.
BIT™ Efficacy

- Effective broad-spectrum surface and air disinfectant & decontaminant.
- Effective against bacterial spores and gram-negative bacteria, including multiple drug-resistant organisms (MDROs).
- Requires no adjustment to room temperature or humidity prior to application.
- Easily add SteraMist disinfection to your current cleaning protocols.
- Perfect for daily disinfection and emergency preparedness use.

EPA-LISTED AGAINST:
- List G: Norovirus
- List H: MRSA
- List K: C. difficile
- List L: Ebola
- List M: Influenza A
- List N: SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus
- List Q: Emerging Viral Pathogens

VALIDATED EFFICACY INCLUDES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emerging Pathogens (COVID, Disease X)</th>
<th>Influenza A Virus (H1N1)</th>
<th>Staphylococcus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clostridium difficile spores</td>
<td>Norovirus</td>
<td>Candida auris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomonas</td>
<td>MRSA</td>
<td>Mold and Mildew</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...AND MANY MORE!

“Steramist is safe for all surfaces, including computers and soft furnishings, as well as for cleaning HVAC and duct systems...”

St. Mary’s Medical Center

“Steramist machines are so portable and easy-to-use. Statewide training has been implemented throughout the state of Kansas and request protocols implemented within the Kansas healthcare coalitions. You all have been a great company to work with!”

Kansas Dept. of Health and Environment
The Value **Beyond the Buy**

When you purchase a SteraMist product, not only do you receive a superior disinfection solution, you receive numerous other benefits, including:

- Innovative disinfection technology.
- Fully supported partnership with TOMI™ Environmental Solutions, Inc.
- Certified SteraMist technician that will conduct a site visit and training session with dedicated departments and any other required personnel.
- Customized protocols for immediate and ongoing surface and terminal clean.

**Training Program** Includes:

- Custom training for facility staff for application and care.
- Ongoing consultation and assessment of needs.
- Basic troubleshooting technique package available upon request during training.

**Support Program** Includes:

- One year warranty with an option to extend.
- 24/7 equipment technical support (maintenance, troubleshooting, calibration).
- 24/7 SteraMist application support (protocols, proper usage).
- Rental Equipment (for emergency procedures large project needs).

---

"BECAUSE [STERAMIST] ONLY REQUIRES SECONDS TO KILL BACTERIA... **WE CAN PLACE A ROOM BACK INTO SERVICE FASTER KNOWING IT’S SAFE FOR THE NEXT PATIENT.**" - Bayhealth Hospital

---

- Easily transportable for use in sites such as ASCs, SNFs, LTACHs
- Effective in high-risk departments including ICU, Pediatrics, and NICU
- Powerful disinfection that reduces microbial organisms
- Disinfect high-touch surfaces such as anesthesia machines and carts
- Useful against bioterrorism and pandemic preparedness
- Eliminate fungus and spores caused by construction projects
The **SteraMist® Surface Unit** is a fully portable, fast-acting, hand-held, point-and-spray disinfection system. Whether used for specific service needs or for daily use, the single applicator surface unit enables disinfection of all surfaces.

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**

- Disinfect all surfaces, including high touch, sensitive equipment and electronics
- Reaches surfaces that regular disinfectants and manual cleans cannot reach
- Perfect for everyday or emergency use with precision handheld application
- Kills on contact with no wet contact time

The **SteraMist® SteraPak** is a fully portable SteraMist solution within a convenient backpack that offers unprecedented disinfection flexibility and freedom.

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**

- The same trusted SteraMist technology in our smallest package yet
- Easily switch between battery operation and direct power
- Comfortable shoulder and waist straps makes it easy to take SteraMist with you wherever you go
- Allows you to disinfect areas of any size
Discover even more convenience with the SteraMist® Total Disinfection Cart. Provide your Surface Unit with a mobile platform to hold PPE, an applicator, sensors, air scrubbers, and more!

**PRODUCT PACKAGE INCLUDES:**
- Total Disinfection Cart, featuring:
  - Interior Shelving & Accessory Drawer
  - 4 Lockable Swivel Wheels
  - Stainless Steel T304 w/ #4 Finish (Exterior)
  - Stainless Steel T304 w/ #2B Finish (Interior)
- SteraMist Surface Unit
- BIT™ Solution
- Drager X-am 5100 H2O2 Monitor
- X-POWER 3580 Air Scrubber & MaxAir Helmet
- Caution Sign

The SteraMist® Environment System is a complete room fogging decontamination system - transportable, automated, remote-controlled and provides complete room decontamination using three (3) applicators per system.

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**
- Whole room treatment in just under 45 minutes for a room (3,663.7ft³/104m³)
- Scalable for any facility space with no limitations
- Automated/remote-controlled system with downloadable data sets
- Easily converts into three hand-held Surface Units, extending disinfection reach